**Rooming Questionnaire Brings Unexpected But Honest Answer**

When the C.C.A recently sent out a questionnaire to students living on campus at the University of Massachusetts, some of the questions were quite specific, perhaps even blunt, to elicit the honest opinions of the students. Following is the text of one of the questions from one group by itself.

> **To all Freshmen on campus:**
> (Continued on Page 5)

---

**Frost Camp Is Scheduled For June 25-26th**

Camp To Be Held On Institute Grounds; Rooms At Grad House

The annual Freshman Camp will be held in the University's historic buildings on June 25-26. The camp will open at 9:00 a.m. on June 25, and close at 6:00 p.m. on June 26. The camp will be open to all Freshmen.

---
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**Final Issue Today**

**For Duration of War**

**Today**

What may be the last issue of the Technique? To be published for the duration of the present emergency is a task according to the editors of the Technique. The plan is to issue a mimeographed page of the magazine, plans have been made for the printing of the first page, and the remaining pages will be published by using the publication of the Technique through the examination period. As the Tech at the regular 2:40 time by leaving their name with the secretary in the magazine. This issue, containing the final 20 pages, will be the last issue until next fall. The Technic, according to the planning Board is determined not to be put out in any form. T.E.N.'s new organization will appear on June 14th. The first issue of the new organization will be published by the Technique. Men who are interested in new organization arrangements should contact the editor and will be executed by the organization.

---

**Five '46 Members**

**V. O. O. P. Members**

**Sophomore Members**

Sophomore members have been elected as a result of the competition to determine aptitude for the future and opportunities in the field of education. The majority of the students were members of the Freshman magazine, plans for the smoker to be held in June.

---

**Rooming Questionnaire Brings Unexpected But Honest Answer**

When the C.C.A recently sent out a questionnaire to students living on campus at the University of Massachusetts, some of the questions were quite specific, perhaps even blunt, to elicit the honest opinions of the students. Following is the text of one of the questions from one group by itself.

> **To all Freshmen on campus:**
> (Continued on Page 5)

---

**Technique Sales Continue In Office**

Price Now $5.00

"Life At Technology" Photographic Section

For Snapshots Section

The 1944 Technique is still being sold in the office of the Technique. The third floor of Walker Memorial, the price is $5.00, those who desire to have the book is to be mailed postpaid to those men who have purchased the book. The book is to be mailed postpaid to those men who have purchased the book at summer camp and to those who have purchased the book at summer camp.

---

**Senior Rights Are To Be Reclaimed**

By Next Thursday

Seniors who have not been seniors of the Class of 1944 who wish to reclaim their rights to the Tech are to be ready Thursday. (Continued on Page 5)

---

**Frost Camp Is Scheduled For June 25-26th**

Camp To Be Held On Institute Grounds; Rooms At Grad House

The annual Freshman Camp will be held in the University's historic buildings on June 25-26. The camp will open at 9:00 a.m. on June 25, and close at 6:00 p.m. on June 26. The camp will be open to all Freshmen.

---
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